KENNELS / CATTERIES / HANDLING CAGES
To completely remove the odour, NokOut must come into direct contact with the problem
IMPORTANT:

Always do a patch test to check for colour fastness. OdorTECH cannot be
responsible for any issues of discolouration, fading, etc. May cause fading
if exposed to direct sunlight before fully dry.

SHAKE BOTTLE WELL BEFORE USING:
KENNELS: Add 175 – 250 ml of NokOut to 4 litres of water and mop or wipe down the kennel
area. You can also spray or fog a fine mist over the entire area and let dry – NokOut will provide
up to 24 hours of residual odour control. When spraying, ensure that all areas are covered
including fencing, ceilings, and walls. For air borne odours, dilute 250 ml of NokOut into 4 litres
of water and put in a cold vaporizer, allowing it to run for a maximum of 4 hours; shut off and let
NokOut work. For floor drains, pour 30 – 60 ml of NokOut directly into the drain.
NokOut can also be used to wash toys, and food and water bowls.
CATTERIES: For the first application, spray the entire area liberally with NokOut at full strength,
ideally using a fog or misting machine. Floors may be mopped with a solution of 250 ml of
NokOut to 4 litres of water.
HANDLING CAGES: Wipe down with a 50/50 NokOut and water solution.
LITTER BOXES: Spray the bottom of an empty, clean litter box liberally with NokOut. Allow the
product to dry and repeat until there is no odour in the plastic itself. Fill the box with litter and
lightly spray the top of the litter with NokOut. Once or twice a day, clean the litter and do a light
spray of NokOut onto the litter. NokOut has a residual effect – it continues to fight odours long
after it has dried. NokOut will extend the life of your cat litter because the litter box will remain
cleaner for longer than if you didn’t use NokOut, and no odours will disturb your cat.
VEHICLE TREATMENT: Spray into the air intakes for the heater and air conditioning system.
This should be done with the windows rolled up, engine running and the heat or air conditioning
fan turned on high. Atomize NokOut into the cabin area, spray the interior starting with the
headliner and let the vehicle run for 3-5 minutes. Once done, roll down the windows or open the
door and let the vehicle air out for a few minutes.
SKUNK TREATMENT: Refer to the “HOW TO DE-SKUNK AN ANIMAL” instruction sheet.
NokOut works as it dries so let it dry thoroughly!
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